Scona Road/Saskatchewan Drive Intersection Improvement

March 4
5:00 pm – 8:00 pm
Let’s Talk

We invite you to share your feedback and perspectives on the two options presented here tonight.

Your input, along with traffic analysis, technical requirements, safety and previous planning work, will be considered as part of the intersection design decision.
Proposed Improvements

**Design Features**
- Modification of the southbound to westbound right turn radius
- Signalization of the southbound to westbound right turn lane
- Removal of the multi-stage pedestrian crossing
- Modification of the Southwest corner to improve pedestrian crossing and vehicle guidance. Option 1 and 2 provide options for this corner.

**Benefits of the proposed southbound to westbound right turn modification (Northwest Corner)**
- Tighten the existing radius resulting in vehicle speed reduction
- Increased visibility for pedestrian, cyclists and for southbound traveling vehicles
- Increased pedestrian crossing safety at the west leg of the intersection
Option 1

Southwest Corner

- Removal of right turn movement. Current traffic counts show this movement sees less than 20 vehicles during peak hours
- More visible pedestrian waiting locations
- Reduced overall pedestrian crosswalk distance
- With the removal of the Northwest island, this modified corner retains some visual guidance for southbound vehicles for lane continuity and traffic operations

Based on the information presented here, share your perspectives on the impacts of this option
Option 2

Southwest Corner

+ Maintains right turn movement
+ More visible pedestrian waiting locations
+ Increase in pedestrian crosswalk distance from Option 1
+ The visual guidance for southbound vehicles is less than for Option 1
+ Larger vehicles will have challenges making the tighter right turn movement

Based on the information presented here, share your perspectives on the impacts of this option
Next Steps

+ Residents can provide more detailed responses by visiting [edmonton.ca/buildingstrathcona](http://edmonton.ca/buildingstrathcona)
+ City will analyze results from the feedback and provide design decision this spring.
+ Construction will take place in the Summer/Fall. Bulletins will be distributed in advance with further detail.